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things
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CONAWAY

TWENTY-ONE YEARS ago a
,ook professing to show Japan's posi•° as a rising world power was pub"°"ed in the United States. It's title

lis!

was

indicative:

"WHAT JAPAN

WANTS."

The Japanese author was precise.
pjis country had been awakened by
jn American admiral, had been nur
tured by American trade, but was now
was in 1920) threatened by con
flicting American interests.

As a solution he enumerated con
ditioning factors, told how they
could be settled peaceably. The
solution was of course advanta
geous only to Japan.

THERE WAS THE

C. O. P. & S. J. C., Stockton, Calif., Friday, Dec. 4, 1942

OUR COLLEGE AFTER ONE YEAR OF WAR; STAGG HAS
CONFIDENCE IN FOOTBALL, BIG DANCE PLANNED,
HOOP TEAM OPENS SEASON, AWS STARTS DRIVE
Weekly Selling
Starts Soon

Pacific Faces Future
With Determination

Inside—

A weekly sale of war bon<Js and
war savings stamps will be inaugurat
ed next Wednesday in the main hall
of the Ad building under the aus
pices of the Associated Women Stu
dents.

The paperloday is full of much informa
tion and editorial opinion in regard to the
end of the first year of Our War and its ef
fect upon students in this* college..
On Page 4 appear articles by Dr. Wer
ner and Dr. Hopkins which should prove of
lasting value to students of this institution.

superior
„avy of the United States ; so Japan
Was calling a naval holiday, hoping
that America would cease building
dreadnaughts. Because of the World HOME FRONT
I his war is being primarily fought
War (first) England had already
on the home front by the women of"
withdrawn her Pacific fleet.
There was the natural Jap dom America. Some of them are donnning
ination of all Asia, which ambition uniforms for servke in the feminine
was being frustrated by the U. S.- branches of the army, navy and coast
fostered "Open Door" policy in Chi guard. Some of them are giving
na. All nations should relinquish their time to the Red Cross organi
their spheres of influence, should zations. However, many of the stu
permit Jap industrial and economic dents on the campus would like to do
something to actually take a part in
The Christmas Musicale and Silver
control.
There was the Philippine Island the campaign, but they are unable Tea of the Student Christian Asso
trade which was hampered by the to donate time because of their class ciation will be held at the SCA build
American ownership of the archipe es.
Thus, the AWS is representing the ing on Sunday. The tea will be held
lago. The United States should erase
initiative
of other women who want from 3 to 6, and the program from
this sore-spot by granting the island
to
do
their
share in the emergency, 4 to 5. The tea and program is for
ers their complete independence, thus
assuring Japan at least equal trading ft is bringing an opportunity for the benefit of the World Student
showing patriotic loyalty to the gov
privileges.
Christian Federation.
ernment right to the campus. This
And there was the Hawaiian sit
plan of having a definite day set GUEST SPEAKER
uation. Jap immigration had been en
Mr. Homer Loh of China will be
aside for selling the stamps and
couraged by many of the island's rul
bonds has been started on most of the guest speaker and will speak on
ers, but the U. S. had done the an
the major campuses throughout the "The World Student Christian Fed
nexing. In spite of the overwhelming
eration."
country.
numerical superiority of Japanese
The program will consist of con
there though, the mother empire COMMITTEE BACKING
The venture is being backed by gregational singing of Christmas
would disregard claimj on Hawaii if
the U. S. would agree to keep it the Pacific Student Association, the Hymns led by Dick Pedersen; vo
War Committee, and the Defense cal solos by Alice Saecker and Ray
aid the entire Pacific neutral.
Committee of the AWS. Barbara mond Fong, cello duet by Betty Her
ed claims were then made on Sullivan is in charge of the latter rick and Bessie Swanson, a faculty
California, although the author did group, and she and her assistants quartette with Ralph Eckert, James
suggest that federal prohibition of will be on hand every Wednesday to Corson, Henry Welton, and Bob
Burns, a string trio by Billie Swan
Jap immigration was neither ef serve the students.
son, Marion Swanson, and Lois John
fective nor satisfactory.
son, and a trumpet solo by Clifford
Brau.
NOTICE, these demands were be-

One hundred thirty million people saw the
first anniversary of the Second World War com
ing upon them this week and each one of them
had separate thoughts about the whole thing.
Here on our campus students were going

Silver Tea Is STUDENT BODY
YULETIDE DIG
On Sunday

Short Holiday!

' made a quarter of a century ago.
^id Japan has realized them in less
•han one year of war.
Harbor the American
fieet was undoubtedly infer0r m pumbers to that of Nippon;
still be so in spite of tremendous
Victories in successive Coral Sea,
' jdway, and Solomons battles.
be only foreign influence in Chi5| excepting that of Japan, seems
to he
a powerful U. S. air force—
and r
^ ound-hog General Stilwell. And
After Pearl

1 acifi

c

hiltla

are land-bound far from the
Sea.

Th,ere

is no doubt about the directrade from the Philippines;
n
tHe<peS^°n' t'lousN, that Hawaii and
acific are very unneutral.
n

}

So it

must seem that the first
concerted, all-out fighting

h,/,
dS bee

The C. O. P. vacation will
begin December 20 and end
the 27th. Due to the fact
that classes began a week
later in September, and also
because of the labor situa
tion requiring the use of
many students in their war
work, the usual two weeks'
vacation has been shortened.

Lt. Peterson Speaks
For WAVES at Meet

must also seem that the ter titled the Waves, presented a mes
nations, America particular- sage of the greatest import to assem
Svc taken a terrific backward bled girls at the special meeting on
step !
, m. "le Orient, th^t another such Monday. She sated, "It is extreme.
So

estern

lcp

important That people take the job
'and/Vl ' 'eac^them to wet feet in the ly 1 P. •
U~rv1"
e
SS
in
hand;
keep on in school.
S°uth Pacific. But the story
3p. ,
WORK DESCRIBED
•j^ ^ end here,

'kimate victory.

PROGRAM CHAIRMEN

Lt Peterson and Yeoman Allen
representatives of the women s branch
of the navy, described the wor
the WAVES. There is a crucial
need for men to be released for ac
tive duty, and the women are being
counted on for rep1ac.ng them. lt
people on shore to keep

takes two

+'1-

cpa-

IS COMING

For those of you who're sniffling
fir trees or getting tinsel stars in
your eyes—BIG PSA Christmas dance
coming up
It's to be held in the Civic Audi
torium and will be semi-formal. Girls
may wear formals or dinner dresses.
Fellas come in business suits.

SMITH TO PLAY

•about their activities much the same
as usual, but there were certain chang
es that could not be overlooked, and
these changes marked indelibly in our
minds the first year of the war as
it had affected us.

STUDENTS SPARSE
Most noticeable was the sparsity of
students. Living groups and dormi
tories were full, but off-campus stu
dents were practically nil. Each class
was definitely leaner; seats brought
in for fatter years stood vacant. The
decline in registration was brought
into relief by the refusal of the col
lege registrar's office to give out
full particulars.
And there was the. Jeep Schedule.
Inaugurated late in the Fall to give
high school graduates a chance to
enlist in some form of reserve by
entering college at an off moment.
Exactly what the registration in latestarting class amounts to is not
known. But the very fact that such
a regime exists is a manifestation of
College of Pacific in a war.

In spite of promises and efforts to
acquire an out-of-town band for the
occasion, the gas and tire situation
forbids it. Bob Smith's twelve-piece
orchestra and girl singer will furnish
the music.
PSA Social Chairman Leslie Knoles
has named Sally Rinehart as Decora
tions chairman. Betty Benedict is in DARK STREETS
charge of bids and Wilma Gessler
The dim-out also. Pulled curtains
is in charge of patrons.
in night classes, dim lights from liv
ing groups, street-lights with their
BLANKET INVITE
Invitations are extended to the en top halfs blacked by paint, made eve
tire student body, faculty members, nings dull and dark and full of war.
Besides that, a man would leave,
and alumnae.
The date is December 12, and the every now and then, for the armed
forces. The effect was on individu
dance will last from nine 'til one.
als mainly, but on the school also.
But that was all, really. Our col
lege was still a college and the co
eds still wore angora sweaters and
too much perfume; the men stu
dents had dirtier cords than ever.

Betty Jean Walker and Marion Sill
are co-chairmen of the program; La
Verne Raif is in charge of refresh
ments; Weber Fisher in charge of
arrangements; Ava Colliver is in
charge of decorations, and Phyllis
Sears in charge of chaperones.
Those who will pour at the tea are By DR. ALLEN WADDO
Mrs. Ralph Eckert, Mrs. James Cor
In response to the request made
son, Mrs. Howard Hopkins, and Mrs. in the men's assembly last Monday
Bert Swensen.
the science division has made ar
rangements to have some review
nights in physics and mathematics.
These review sections will begin this
coming week.
On Monday night, December 7,
Mr. Clark will meet all those who
wish to come in for. a review in
physics in room 104 W. at 7:30
o'clock. On Wednesday night, De
Lt. McGlinn Tells
cember 9, Mr. Corbin will conduct a
Of Need of Women
review in mathematics in room 210
"College girls are now the hope of at 7:30 o'clock. These will be con
the country," stated Lt. McGlinn, of tinued as long as there is a real de
the Women's Auxiliary Army Corps mand for and use of this service.
Please remember, however, that
at the special assembly for women
students held last Friday. "The en there is no panacea for difficulties in
tire nation is dependent upon trained college work. No one person can
visit a group for an hour or two and
minds for use in the future."
present a whole semester's course
URGENT NEED
There is now existing an urgent so well outlined and so concise that
need for replacing men behind the it immediately becomes clear as day
desks and putting them behind the from that instant on. There is no
guns. These men in the majority, substitutes for your own learning
are fully capable of combat duty, but of your own courses.
The value you may derive from
are being withheld from active duty
because of the desperate need for re thees reviews depends largely, there
placements. The WAAC's are offer fore, on whether you are willing .to
ing a chance for immediate service take time and trouble to analize your
directly with the United States Army own difficulties, put them into ques
tion form and come with specific
to all women who can qualify.

Special Assemblies! Girls Are
Told About Women's Services

Lt. Peterson of the military group
,-jr .Cen esPecially productive for the
Vh °r^S 'n Tokyo, has yielded known as the Women Appointed for
Voluntary Emergency Service, bet
^at Japan wants."

of r,T ^'nited States, too, can boast
®rogress
in one year of war.
"ties n* production, gargantuan arand
navies, increasing cargo*hi'Ppina
i "ty na caPacity, land successes, enelosses, a people firmly be'•ind
t>oint jJ:'r military leaders—all these

No. I

SCIENCE COURSES
PLAN REVIEWS
AT NIGHT

UNWAR-LIKE

In fact, in the week of the anni
versary of the Second World War
(Continued on Page 7)

Pacificites Score
High In WATC
Tournaments
The annual WATS Forensic Tour
naments were held at San Jose State
College from Nov. 23 to Nov. 25. The
tournaments were under the direc
tion of WATS Forensic Chairman
Ray Mahaffey who was assisted by
Herbert Rale of Willamette Univer
sity, Joseph Baccus of Redlands
University, and Edward Betz and R.
D. Clark of the College of Pacific.
The war and peace efforts of the
United Nations was the theme of the
tournament.
The topic for debate was: "Re
solved, that the United Nations
should establish a permanent Fed
erated Union with power to tax and
regulate commerce, to settle interna
tional disputes and to enforce such
settlements, to maintain a police force
and to provide for the admission of
other nations which accept the prin
ciples of the Union."
The teams entered in debate were
Margaret Stimmann and Jackie Judge

Page 2
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No. 1 IS OVER, ADOLF; HOW MANY MORE?
There it is, Adolf. According to astronomy—according to how"
far the stars have moved, according to the change in disposition
of certain planets and nebulae.
It's been a year since we started.
In that year we have done a lot of things. But what we have
done compares as nothing with what we will do—can do. We're
planning to take back Egypt in a short time and you might ask
Rommel about that. We're planning to attack Europe—maybe
through the boot-toe, maybe across Dover Straits, maybe through
Norway, or Spain, or Portugal. We're planning to march through
Paris and Rotterdam and Vienna and Prague and Warsaw.
And, Berlin!
We don't goosestep, Adolf. But our boots will ring on the
Wilhelmstrasse nevertheless.
Now, we don't know exactly what amount of time this is
going to take. Actually, we don't care. Just so we do a good job.
And we don:t say you're dumb, Adolf. We know you've got
a lot of marked cards up that sleeve of yours, and we're not under
estimating you at all.
You may hold us this year. And next year. The year after
that, too. But as long as the years proceed upon each other ac
cording to astronomy, you haven't got a chance.
,
Reach up, Adolf, and try to stop the stars.
:

The scene was a „i
as a sleepy fall
in an even sleepier Kansas t
the early 1900's. The character'
a young lad of about 19 sr„ff,
thinking his way down the du^J
way. You could tell he was f P,
deeply, and that what was boft"
him was not the usual trouble
besets the late adolescent.
i le opened the gate leadin. to
street and started .on his ^
football practice. Minutes later
walked into the dressing room
teammates somehow knew that'll
was an emotional storm brewing
der the exterior calm of their ,
tain.
7H|

Hoop and Miss Fortune
The Basketball Tigers, under Chris Kjeldsen, are the victims
of Miss Fortune.
This year, after an absence since 1936, the conference pennant
is due to come back into the fold.
This year the Basketball Tigers were due to do plenty.
Their average over-all height of 6'2" and their first-string
ascendancy to 6'4" was scheduled to make them one of the high
est-class Casaba outfits on the Pacific Coast.
Besides that they'll have new uniforms.
For a while this fall, the whole thing looked like primrose
path for young Chris Kjeldsen.
Down on a southern campus one day, ah idler strolling
But the situation has become disappointing in recent weeks.
by in the usual fashion would have missed the mint juleps.
Big-shot teams are cutting down their schedules, can't meet College Instead, he would have been run over. In this day of the
of Pacific. Gas rationing keeps little-big teams from scheduling rubber shortage and gasoline rationing, he would have been
games out of their own backyards. The identical exigency pre ground under the heels of scurrying individuals, otherwise
vents College of Pacific from going far afield.
precious, now, that it's good to be
By these tokens theft, the greatest basket team ever to hit
recognized as college students. You
this college is looking forward to a short, vacant season.
know, those people who are generally
Tou have to make the best of things during a war. That's
accused of trying to get away from
This last week saw the women it all; you know, he joined a house,
all there is to tha't.

Buy War Bonds! Be Better
Prepaired Is Request
Collegiana

students

Army Education Plan
In a great many authoritative journals and newspapers there
has appeared in recent weeks reams of copy about the fate of col
leges in this war.
Up until now college authorities throughout the nation have
been relatively at ease about the education situation and have been
exceedingly encouraged by the Army's favorable attitude toward
the Reserves.
However, the situation has become grave.
It has been said recently that by next year a certain number
of select institutions will have been taken over by the Armv for
special education of enlisted men. The remaining colleges will
be left to struggle on by themselves and, it is assumed, ultimately
perish.
The program, it was stated, will eliminate the liberal arts
courses, placing special emphasis on such things as radio mechan
ics, chemistry, physics, medical and dental.
Whether or not College of Pacific will be chosen by the Army,
is of course a great problem for College of Pacific.
Whether or not the program is merely the dream wish of a
number of people in high places is not known.
However, the fact that the University of California at Davis
has been taken is mute justification of the general impression
that there will be at least some changes.
Probably nothing as devastating as a martial law in education
will ever take place. On the other hand the government has the
power to do anything it wants to do with any educational plant in
the United States any time it wants to do it.
At any rate there is something to observe here..

over the

California

Daily Bruin for a day

take

The gals

really did a bang up job in that they
put the men students in their places!
Insults and incriminations flew

all

over the pages of. the southern sheet
and a few articles had to be apologiz
ed for in the next issue.
was

featured

A picture

purporting to

show

how rugged the U. C. L. A. Co-Eds'
were. The scene was the eviction of
the regular Bruin staff by female
force! Editor Bob Weil was reported
to be recovering from a broken jaw
as a result of the fracas, but seen
at the Cal Club convention in Davis
seemed to be fully healed.
I he action of the women was a
part of the annual Women's Week
on their campus.

They were quiet that day.
wasn't the usual horseplay ar
ing. And strangest of all t
tain left the field before
was over.
He walked slowly into the dr
ing room, tears in his eyes. The
when he had been elected cap
was his happiest, this day was
saddest.
You see, he wasn't like every oth
er boy in the town whose parents
and grandparents had lived there be
fore them. His mother and father
had left Germany before he was
born, that their son might live in a
land of tolerance and democracyprecious word.

They'd come to this small village
because it seemed to them the ideal
place to raise a child in the Ameri
can Way. And they had raised their
son that way. He'd gone swimming
when he should have been painting
the fence; fishing when he was sup
posed to he in school. Ty Cobb and
gives the local siren a whirl, and Jim Thorpe werejiis heroes. He was
spends the minimum of the required just like every other boy in that vil
time in a class room. But that's all lage, only his parents had taught
past tense.
their lesson well. That's why there
1 his is 1 uesday. The cars and the were tears in his eyes as he waited
girls were forgotten.
Something for his pals.
greater was at stake. These dashing
For those boys had refused to
earnest young fellows hold little in
common with the first paragraph pre play a nearby high school team be
war Joe. Something bigger has come cause there was a Negro boy on that
over him, something tremendous. He's team. And the young captain cou n
heard of San Francisco's Hospitality stand it. The door opened, and the

House, maybe he'd even read a
about Stockton's Victory Hut,
every town, every organization
making a contribution to the
emergency.

line other fellows filed slowly in.
He spoke simply, but his volC
for
was broke in the telling, "I'm *
war of you, every last one of y°ucan you make those things for w
my parents and your great-gran.
A PEOPLE;S WAR
ents fought for mere words1 hese students, who as yet were
can you live a life half-free and , (lie
left behind, were told that this was Cdll.yuu HVE «
i. **o\
slave your mind freet to P<*
a people's war—it's the individual who
actions
words of
woras
oi Lincoln,, and your B0l);
counts it s freedom we're fighting
Last week was Cal's annual home
prejudices^o ^ ^ ^
tne prejuun-w
for. And the college student could slave to the
coming week, just crammed with ex
How
dare
you?"
And he
conceive of this. And so on Tuesday
citement—the most important event
room.
nqed
he proved that he was willing to
. .r s_...
tunne«
being, well—read on:
There was a moment 01
d tc
make his individual sacrifice where
Exactly 30 years ago, in 1892, two
it would hurt, and thus count, the silence. No one had ever ^ ^
small Northern California colleges
most. He not only joined a reserve them like that before. "jnk
met on the football field
for the
to be better prepared, he dug down unashamed one SPOk6' nd
*
first time, and therein was born a
where it hurts while you're in civilian better call him (jack, a
tradition. In those SO years, the Big
life, and dedicated a goodly portion game his way."
Game has become richer in tradition
of his money to buying War Bonds
his
than any other football spectacle in
They
play the Samfhc v0
and Stamps.
xuv/ did x—«
y°un?
the nation. The Axe, with its ex
and he did come back
ON
CAMPUS
citing history, is an appropriate sym
captain broke his leg 'a'
thous
This is what we are asking you
bol. This year the Big Game took
at
and never played agai"sed th
on a new meaning. With the United to do here. Wednesday War Bonds
these many years have
.g the
States at war, it has become the and Stamps will g0 on sale on the
hoy's spirit is still worshtPP
symbol of many of the things that campus. Watch the Bengal Bulletin
sleepy Kansas town.
- lea"'
America is fighting for, and this may for the place. Prove to yourself that
i. DwigM
i>
be the last Big Game for the dura you are taking this war seriously.
efl
A„d s
tion.
Let's have each successive Wednesday- er of the American
c
c°
fortieth
front
of
hh
the
The Bears remembered last year's outdo the previous one.
vaisio"
under him as
t^e in ''^
score, and realized this year's 2 to 1
JOIN A RESERVE*—WE'LL ing
3^
ored
troops,
assisting^
p'
1
Stanford favorite—but what a game
BE BETTER PREPARED
is that same Negro ouy ^
(How'd ya like that score?)

^

JACK TOOMAY
PHYLLIS DODGE
Editor
Manager
Phone 9-9121
Phone 2-9218
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24.
a* t'ie Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the act of
J?
March . 1879. Acceptance for mailing at gnerial rate nf nnctorro

BUY BONDS* — WE'LL BE

One pretty swell thing about this BETTER REPAIRED.
years 'Bear-Indian' fight,
it was
broadcast to the boys overseas by
howling success". Reports from the
short wave.
committees revealed that they had ac
complished fruitful ideas during
Intoned jast week that the their meetings.

is » "5*

against
rema
The
lhe story
„ t jt is
the sifof tne
the coiuuuv."coincidence.
ot
m
jn "•
s
markable in that
it
,
^rfiich
.
tnai « w|
spin
the
plest fashion the stut
f

PACIFIC

College of Pacific Coffee
plight Is Elucidated
Dinning Hall and Cub House
Supplies Are Adequate
LUCY HARDING

By

Funny how you crave a thing when you can't have it'
Fr'instance, Adam and his apple-(well, Eve had some
thing to do with it but you can't make a pun our of her) _
and the U. S. and coffee.
We could elucidate for hours on this lovely liquid—so
jast whiff.
mm<l

And we don't have to re--f

students about the blessings of

a row of steaming cups on the coun
—drinking it straight (maybe we

ter

were more subject to precognition
than we knew—with the current su
gar and cream situation !)—and prop
ping weary eyelids open through the
lo-o-ng nights of study.

WHAT USED TO BE
All of this rather cruel re
minder of What Used To Be
is leading up to something, be
lieve us.
Been wondering what was going
to happen to that mid-morning cup
at the Cub-House, of the 7:00 one at
the Dining Hall — and what would
you do without it?
Well, here's where we ought to
throw bouquets or bows your way.
It would seem that Pacific students
and faculty have been very consider
ate in regard to the coffee situation.
Almost everyone has limited himself
or herself to one cup only.

DINING HALL OK
Mr. Ritter, comptroller says there's
no danger as yet of running out of
coffee in the dining hall as long as
we continue to be considerate.
Mrs. Farr, matriarch of the Club
House's convivial family (you can
see the same people dawdling over
the same cup or glass at the same
time every morning.) — Say's with
pride and a little astonishment that
she doesn't think she'll have to ra
tion us. The Rationing Board has
allowed her and the dining hall as
much coffee for December and Jannary as was needed in September
and October.
GOOD WINTER
So—we have Dated Coffee (oo-h
sorry!) and unless some fiend kicks
over the traces and siphons it out
°f the coffee urn—we're all set for
a stimulating winter.

r
!

'CHOOSE
tUClBN

!

L€LONGS

MIALAIKA
fRAGRANCE

J

FOR your PLAyrme I
COJAPAN/ON

TAKE IT
EASY
(Continued from Page 2)
More than that it was his un
wavering determination to live his
favorite words that led him to take
the bitterest step in his life. That
he personally would be hurt, he knew.
But that his standards should be
shaken, would be unthinkable.
There are lessons, in this, the fin
est story of the war. Lessons for
the. parents to instill in their children
the love#for the truth that will make
them uncompromising crusaders. Les
sons in tolerance for us all. A lesson
that says stand for the truth no mat
ter what it costs. And finally, that
'the war may not be being won on
the playing fields of Eton, but it is
won already in the thatched hut near
the Volga, in the tenements of Shang
hai, in the vicar's cottage of an Eng
lish countryside, and in the sleepy
little Kansas dusty-pathed home.

Forensic Team
At San Jose
(Continued from Page 1)
who won first place in the women's
team debate; Pearl Steiner and Paul
ine Davis, Milton Valentine and
Richafd Pedersen, Lionel Olsen and
Frank Pierson.
The Discussion-Progression tour
nament was entered by Pearl Steiner
who 'won third place, Margaret Stimmann who won fourth place, Jackie
Judge who won second place, Paul
ine Davis, Milton Valentine, Richard
Pedersen, Barbara Orr, Lionel Olsen,
Frank Pierson, Bob Morse, Frank
Daniels who won first place, Arthur
Reife, Alta McClintock, Bettygene
Otto, and Howard Lenz. The topic
was: "To what extent should the
United States advocate and partici
pate in a Union of the United Na

Open Letter By
Les Knoles
Dear Faculty Members and
Students:
For the first time, this se
mester we are planning a Pa
cific Student Association win
ter dance for all members of
the faculty and of the stud
ent body.
In past years the week-ends
before Christmas vacation
have been crowded with for
mal dances and parties given
by nearly every organization
and living group in celebra
tion of the holidays. It seem
ed to us, when we were plan
ning the social program for
the year, that so many small,
inexpensive functions were
out of place on a campus dur
ing wartime when the need
for co-operation and for cut
ting down expense is especial
ly great. Therefore, we have
asked the various living
groups to eliminate their an
nual winter formals and or
chestra dances between De
cember first and thirtieth and
join together in support of
their student body dance. De
spite the great number of
functions usually given before
the holiday season, we feel
that many members of the
student body from both the
campus and the town haven't
been included. For these rea
sons, then, we have planned a
Pacific Student Association
winter formal.
This dance is to be a semiformal affair (dinner dresses
for girls and business suits
for boys) at the Stockton
Civic Auditorium on Decem
ber 12th. A special theme
has been selected by the deco
rations chairman Sally Rinehart and we can assure you
that the results of the com
mittee's work will be beauti
ful and appropriate to the sea
son. The bids have been de
signed by Chairman Betty
Benedict in keeping with the
theme. Splendid music will
be provided for dancing from
nine 'til one.
Come and help us start a
traditional winter, formal at
Pacific.
Sincerely,
Leslie Knoles,
PSA Vice-President

tions."
Pearl Steiner took second place in
Impromptu speaking; Jackie Judge
won third in Extemp.; Lionel Olson
and Frank Pierson won first place
debate-junior division. Arthur Reife
took first in Extemp.-lower division
and second in oratory; Alta McClin
tock and Barbara Orr- won second
and third respectively in impromptu,
lower division, and Howard Lenz year, a smaller number than usual.
won second place in oratory, junior Forty teams were made up for de
bate.
man s.
Most of the debaters at San Jose
The WATS Forensic tournament
was the first major meet of the year. were from California, the Northwest
There were about one hundred and having the next greatest number. The
twenty-five students competing this College of Pacific, the University of
Southern California, and Rerlands
University won the major proportion
of the prizes.
Roy Betz made the statement that
men debators were needed very badly
A PAIR OF ICE SKATES
as the ranks of the debate team are
OR
_
being thinned out by the draft.

XMAS IS COMING
AN ALL-WOOL SKATING
DRESS
OR
RUBBER-LINED SKATE

BAG

Would make a wonderful gift
for your self or friend
See them at

* balalaika Cologne will make
; ,"!r 8Pirits dance to its frolfragrance.
$1, $1.50
uvenient Travel Pac with
«tom,7er.
j150
J-

GUCK & SON

STOCKTON
ICE RINK
Lincoln at West Weber

Home Made Candy
Fountain Service

Disabled College Men May
Qualify In Reserves
Students Taking Special Courses
Attain Commissions in Navy
College men who by reason of age or minoj- physical disability
are ineligible for acceptance in the joint Army-Navy-Marine re
serve training program may still qualify for naval reserve officers
upon graduation, according to Captain C. L .Arnold, director of
the San Francisco office of

Citing the Navy's need for college
graduates under 30 to serve as offic
ers in the Naval Reserve, Captain

LUNCHES — DINNERS
216 E. Main St., Store No. 1
Telephone 7-7171 — Stockton

OF OTHER
THINGS

Arnold urged college men disquali

(Continued from Page 1)
battle has finally passed its zenith, is
ing programs to concentrate on those now swinging over to the United Na
courses which fit them for Naval Re tions' side. Germany and Japan have
serve commissions upon graduation. lost the initiative gained by long years
of preparation, by sneak attacks; and
VARIETY OF VACANCIES
initiative leads to success.
A wide variety of openings in the
commissioned ranks for young col
lege graduates were listed in the
LAST DECEMBER 7 the Unit
Navy announcement. Graduate stud
ed States fulfilled the custom of nev
ents with majors in ^business admin
er being fully prepared for war when
istration or economics may qualify
it comes. Today she shows indica
for a special Navy course at Har
tions of mustering the fighting pow
vard University and a commission in
er she must exert to win.
the Supply Corps.
And there is also the precedent that
Graduate engineers may qualify for
the U. S. never loses a war.
engineering corps commissions and
—thirty—
graduate chemists in naval ordnance.
College graduates with experience in
eling procurement parties which make
the operation of small craft may
road trips throughout the entire 12th
qualify for service with the patrol
Naval District.
force. Graduate students, wishing
to enter the armed forces, may also
qualify for a commission under the
If you want a job —
Navy's officer procurement program.
fied for the V-l and V-7 officer train

HUMPHREY'S

OFFICE LOCATION
The Office of Naval Officer Pro
curement is located in the Central
Tower at 703 Market Street, San
Francisco. Students wishing to gain
further information are urged to
write to that office or to contact trav-

(Since 1896)

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
California at Weber—Stockton
• We Train You—Place You •

THE WONDER
DOWNSTAIRS STORE

"Colleges hop"

The New

Jumper Dress

$5.98
NEW CUT . . . NEW SWEEP
COHAMAS NEW

VIKING
Contrasting Leather Lacing
and Peasant Braid Trims,
All Sizes

•

Palace
Candy Stores

Naval •

Officer Procurement.

Colors—
Navy, Powder, Brown, Red
•

A Gift From the Wonder
" a family t r a d i t i o n
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College Authorities Show Effects of
War's First Year In Two Fields
'College As Unusual'
Is Challenge To
Our Students
By DR. C. H. HOPKINS
We have learned a lot in the year since Pearl
Harbor,—a lot more than we though any dozen
normal years could teach us. Our phychology
has changed from that of bewilderment and de
feat to confidence in victory, in the Tightness of
our cause, and the quiet acceptance of

'Turning Point Reached
In Global Conflict'
.Says G. A. Werner

Background—
These articles by Dr. Hopkins
and Dr. Werner, appearing as they
do at the end of the first year of
the war, are in a way sequels to
articles the two men wrote last
year at the outbreak of the war
which appeared in the December
12 edition of the Weekly for 1941.
In this light they become even
more important as landmarks in
Pacific's long history.

By DR. G. A. WERNER
Thanksgiving of 1942 turned out to be a
period of "Unusual Optimism" for the United
Nations. Even Mr. Churchill delivered a messageof cheer to Britain and her allies in his
world broadcast last Sunday afternoon. Triumph,
not disaster; enough and on time,

———

FWW W W W
the grim realization that this is our the birds fly without figuring their
war. And most of us are now aware course. There not only is no substi
that our job here i% "college as us tute for brains but there is no ex
cuse for anyone who has them and
ual."
the opportunity for training them not
INTENSIFIED REASONS
doing so in the face of this emerg
All the reasons for going to col ency and the reconstruction that will
lege have been intensified. It is follow it.
fortunate for us that the important
LOOK TO FUTURE
programs of the colleges on this cam
A couple of thousand years ago
pus have not been materially curtail
most people believed that the world
ed by the drop in enrollment that
would end at any moment. Those
has handicapped most similar educa
who held this faith lived each day as
tional institutions.
though it were their last. They faced
NO ERSATZ
the void of eternity and planned to
There can be no substitute for be ready for it. Wealth, prestige, po
brains here, in the army, the navy, litical preferment, luxury—the super
at the front, or back in Civilian life ficialities of life had no appeal. To
after the war—and let us not forget day the possibility that our lives may
that most of us are coming back be cut off without advance notice de
after the war, to live our lives in mands that we think ourselves thru
American society. The student who the crust of local folkways that we
refuses to face the realities of what have always obeyed. Any education
lies ahead and fails to stretch him- worthy the name has as its core the
self to his utmost now is either lazy high purpose of aiding the student
or defeated or both. There never in finding his answers to the ultiIrwin W. Lauppe, former Pacific
has been a time when every one mate questions of existence, in learn
student,
recently was awarded the
of us needed education as we do right ing his way around in a bewildering
now. The discipline of study is more world, in disciplining mind and body, coveted 'Navy Wings of Gold' and
important to the future officer now and in building a personality that will commissioned a lieutenant in the
than would be similar hours on the ride out the storms of circumstance
Marine Corps Reserve at the Naval
parade ground. The character growth because'he has learned to read the
Air Training Center, Corpus Christi,
stimulated by carrying out a book as spiritual beam that comes through any
signment is of the same quality as weather. "College as unusual" offers Texas.
carrying a message to Garcia. Math us that invitation, now, here. Some
Dave Brubeck, former Pacific mu
ematics are as important to flying as of us will be wise enough to ac sic major, is now a private-first-class,
are instruments to the plane: only cept.
stationed at Camp Hahn, Riverside,
Calif. Dave is now playing with the
Army band there.
Sam Dunaway, former member of
J. C. football team, is now a lieu
tenant in the Army Air Corps. He
was graduated from Stockton Field.
Ed Ludwig, once an English major
at Pacific, is now stationed at the
Coast Guard Off Shore Patrol Base,
Bellvue, Wash.

IN THE
SERVICE

I Three Lovely Lipsticks
- for Every Occasion

Helena
Rubinstein's

KEYS TO BEAUTY'
|00

You will have Beauty wherever you go if you carry
this wonderful lipstick-ring! Three glorious colors
for every occasion: Red Coral for daylight hours,
Sporting Pink for out-of-doors, Red Velvet for
glamour in the evening. These Helena Rubinstein
lipsticks, famous for their smooth lustre and their
lasting qualities, are strung on a key-ring with a disc
for your monogram. Ideal for bridge favors or . rthday surprises!
THRIFT STAMPS WITH EVERY PURCHASE

Sifec&fai,
MAIN AND AMERICAN

knoles
NOTES •

Vsty
L
PHONE9-Q771

Max Goebel, Pacific Little Theatre
star and student play producer, is
now a staff sergeant in the Army.
His post has been at Tucson, Ariz.
Dick Schneider, also a student of
Pacific and a star of Little Theatre
productions, is attending the Navy
Training School at Columbia University, New York. His rank at present
is midshipman.
Roy Cooper, one-time Pacific ath
lete, now wears a lieutenant's bar for
the Army. He is a physical education
instructor at Hemet Field, Calif:
Mr. A. C. Gerould, former librar
ian at Pacific, is now a corporal in
the Army. He is stationed with the
Student Training Regiment, Fort
Benning, Georgia.

not "too little and too late" was the
essence of his message. Does the
world situation warrant this wave of
optimism? What has been achieved?
First: Hitler's "drang nacli der osten?" has been checked by the
American Offensive itj Africa and the
Russian stubborn resistance at Stalingrad. The Axis forces in Russia
seem to be in a rapid "drang" in
the other direction. Second: Japan's
rapid expansion southward and west
ward has also been halted. Third:
Mussolini, the center of the Axis, is
cracking under the terrific strain of
air
the allied drive (propaganda
raids - promises and threats). The
United Nations' superiority in man
power, natural resources, production,
and morale, coupled with their mili
tary superiority or land and on sea,
and especially in the air is more than
enough to guarantee final and com
plete victory over the Axis powers.
Our African venture, our victories
in the Solomon Islands, constitute the
turning point in this global war. From
now on the Axis powers are on the
defensive and the United Nations are
on the offensive. The Axis powers
will have to meet their enemies when
and where they choose to attack.
Such judgment may prove pYematurc.
Germany may still have enough pow
er left to launch an offensive in Spain
in order to cut the Mediterranean life
line. Or she may open a drive on
the allied forces in the Middle East
(Iraq, Iran, etc.). Japan is ready to
move into India where a fifth column
of considerable size stands ready to
co-operate with her. Siberia is an
other front where Japan can take the
initiative against Russia. Should the
axis powers succeed in an offensive
against Britain in the Middle East
and India that would prove a more
serious disaster to Britain than Dun
kirk. Only Russia could prevent such
a disaster and she is doing her bit

Knoles, president
ui_iu of i
College of Pacific, ~left Tuesda
'he Santa Fe train for Taft.
*
Be spoke for the Older Hi
R'S?h School and Junior College
sembly in the morning. At no
he talked to the Rotarians of Tj
at a luncheon meeting. He was t
speaker at a Masonic dinner, h,
in the e'vening.
ur•

1 ul|y

There was no request on the st
jeets he was to speak on, but it
thought he chose, "The Responsibi
ties to the Present-Day Situation."

I

now to make a German move
that direction impossible. An t
lied invasion of Italy and CentralE
rope or a "second front" throuj
Finland and the Scandinavian coui
tries may also prevent it.
PREDICTIONS
What's ahead?
Hard fighting in the Battle (
Britain. The allies will increased
(Continued on 1

BILL LUNT

ANN HOLLOND
Modiste

Ph. 2-6701

2005 Pacific Ave.
Stockton

Stockton's most up-to-date
DRY CLEANING PLANT

Du Bois
Dry Cleaners
Harding and El

Dorado

Telephone 5-5383

PACIFIC BARBER
SHOP

UNION OIL

A NEW, COOL

PRODUCTS

SHOP LOCATED 0N
P A C I F I C

On Pacific Avenue

vE.

a

Next to the Green

prog

Laupe received preliminary fight in
struction at U. S. Naval Reserve
Base, Oakland, Calif., and attended
Corpus Christi training school for in
termediate and advanced training
prior to his graduation there.
Phone

1910 Pmeffic Ave.

LET US HELP PLAN

CHRISTMAS
Pastry and Delicatessen
Always Delicious—Always
Ready—OrsPs Ready-Cooked

YOUR SPECIAL
DINNER

dJ,ieSl

Individua

e
E>elta manufactures a large variety of
c0rat
d_dinBs. all made with Ice Cream a^ i gfeS'
u 0

Ask for one of OUT C

^

\Var Committee Appointed 1
po Meet War -Time Needs !
j
I

Student, Faculty Members Are Now
Starting Plans For V-Work

EDITOR
Scott Beatie

To meet the growing demand that we do something on campus
in a constructive way to aid the war effort, a Campus War Com
mittee compoeed of boA facuity and student representatives has

inted. This committee will
beenaPP0'
as a clearing house for projects
already under way and will seek to
"nitiate any additional suggestions
submit'ed to it. All plans for acti
vities of this nature are to be cleared
Campus Capering Blondes.
through the committee, which will
Cutest Blonde—Lucy Harding.
not tell you how to do whatever you
Sorority girls aren't the only peo
Most Alluring Blonde — Mary
want to do, but will make sure that
ple who can announce surprise wed Guinn.
your work is not
being needlessly
dings. The faculty has their surpris
Most Democratic Blonde—P. Davis.
duplicated.
It has been created to
es, too. A firm supporter of this
Most Natural Blonde — Carolyn
help youstatement, and one who has proven Couse.
BOND SALE ON
it, is Mrs. Justi Rogers, formerly
Most Unnatural Blonde —Jackie
To date the AWS has submitted Miss Mae Shaw.
Horn.
plans for organizing the sale of war
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers were plan
bonds and stamps. This sale will be
ning on being married in our own I wonder —
beld once a week, Wednesday, and
chapel, Thanksgiving eve, but Uncle
Why Claire Wilkins goes into
will start this coming week.
Sam beckoned. As the groom was ecstacy every time she hears White
The AWS is also going ahead with
to leave Tuesday for Monterey, they Christmas ?
its own investigation of the possibil
moved up the wedding and drove to
ity of packing Red Cross kits, and
Reno, Nev., where they*wece married
If Irwin Ferer doesn't get enough
rolling. Red Cross bandages.
in the First Presbyterian Church in sleep. And is he really rushing
The committee itself is investigat
that city, Saturday night at 11:00 Mary Guinn?
ing the possibility of establishing a o'clock.
blood bank.
What Betty McConnell means when
Mrs. Rogers is an instructor in the
DESIRED DATA
she refers to the wilted Petunia?
Physical
Education
department
here.
Those of you who were in World
Mr. Rogers will soon be stationed at It couldn't possibly be Bill SilverToday, Miss Schrode's Current Lit.,
the Stockton Motor Base in the fi thorn ?
Mr. Turpin's econ. class, or Mr. Wil
nancial department.
son's Social I Class have already
What does Matthew, Mark, Luke,
They are at home at 2247 Crafton
made significant contributions to the
Way, a charming, little Mexican- and John mean to M. S. (A hint:
Committee by filling
out interest
she is T.K.K.)
style house.
sheets in order that the Committee can
give you the information and type
If Fred Holden is still having wo
of program you want.
man trouble? In case you're inter
In response to one of your major
ested the gal is Jane Dashiell.
requests on those sheets, three weeks
from today there will be an assembly
What's gone wrong with the El
program uniquely planned to present
The men of Omega Phi Alpha were Sizelove and Art Smith romance late
to you the first-hand observations by
the cordial hosts at an exchange meet ly? You kids seem to be at cross
members of our student body, who
ing with the members of Epsilon purposes.
have traveled to other campuses, who
Lambda Sigma last night. The meet
will discuss what other colleges are
New campus twosomes:
ing took on a red, white, and blue
doing to meet the war emergency.
Jimmy (Infirmary) Faul and Caro
tone when the question was raised
VISITORS WELCOMED
lyn (Cutie) Couse.
concerning defense stamp corsages
The committee will welcome visit for the girls in place of the out
Hank (Hawaii) Ornellas and Inez
ors to its meetings held at 4:15 in moded, old-fashioned floral
kind.
room 204 of the Ad Building. If Many of the valuable and colorful- Knudsen.
your living group, or you as an in rid, blue, and green—paper sprays
Bill McGovern and Marion (Piano
dividual have a suggestion and you will probably be seen at the winter
berserk) Sills.
cannot come to the meeting, see any
formal in the near future.
member of the committee.
Following the meeting the frat
That gal, Ardys Sibole drives this
The committee is composed of: men and sorority sisters enjoyed re
Chairman: Dr. Hopkins, with Dr. freshments while Epsilon supplied an reporter nuts. First it's Guy; then
it's Ben; and now it's that "GoldenKnoles, Dr. Bawden, Dean Corson, entertaining program.
voice" Chuck Broadhurst. And has
Miss Benerd, Mr. Jackson, Dr.
he got it bad!!
Breeden, Miss Van Gundy as faculty

MISS SHAW IS
MARRIED IN
NEVADA

3Ct

EPSIL0N-0MEGA PHI
HAVE EXCHANGE

representatives. Student bodies of
J°th colleges are represented. COP
y Betty Carter and Pearl Steiner,
SJC by Jean Miller.

BMSCUSSION URGED

CO-OP DANCE
IS 'BEST YET'
Hand-made Bids and
Decorations Exacting
Aclaimed as the best dance ever
held at the co-operate house at 212
Funton the gingham and jeans affair
is now recorded the historical annals
of the group's life.

Teekays Plan a
Supper Dance
By Candlelight

Not only were the hand-made bids
sensational, but the decorations ex
actly fitted the purpose. Soft lights,
good music, genial hosts and host
esses all combined to make the event
the success it was. The participa
tion of the entire house in the affair
can also be accredited as an aid
to the accomplishment.

Spirits will run high at the Tau
Kappa House on Saturday night, De
cember 5th, when the Teekays will
be hostesses at a candlelight supper
dance, from 9 'til 1. Holiday mood
and atmosphere will be provided by GUESTS ATTENDING
decorations carrying out a "White
Co-opers and their guests included
Christmas" theme.
.Norm Clayton and Ruth Dudley, Bill
HELLBAUM CHAIRMAN
Harris and Virginia Steers, Ruth
Bettie Hellbaum, who is chairman Chase and Rex Kircher, Ken Leedom
of the dance, will be assisted by the and Maralee Clark, Jake Reed and
following committee heads: Dolores Mary Cayot, Helen Raine and Bob
Costa, Kay Secara, Anita Perry, Dor- Goodenough, Charles Wade and Dor
rie Johnson, Jean Justin, Willi-lu othy Boggs, Marion Deane and Gene
Cawley, Laurie Marshall, Jackie vieve Jones, A1 Philip and Marian
Judge, Connie Slater, and Rosemary Sill, George Ford and Mary Wind
Strader.
sor, Pearl Steiner and Weldon West,
Patrons and Patronesses of the af Muriel Hayward and Art Smith,
fair will be Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lyle Beardsley and June Mills, Merle
Reynolds, Mr. and .Mrs. Robert Ingram and guest, Wendell Schu
Burns, Miss Caroline Shrodes, and macher and guest, Barbara Beardsguest, and Miss Ellen Deering, house ley and guest, and Marian Swanson
mother.
and guest.

COUPLES ATTENDING

ENCOURAGEMENT

Among those couples planning to
Hosts and hostesses for the dance
attend will be Margaret Stimmann,
and Rod Branson; Claire Sandrock, were Mr. and Mrs. Turpin, Emory
and Marvin Church; Willi-lu Cawley, Fast and Essay Tucker, and Mrs.
and Ken Sawyer; Pinky Wilkens, and Coker, the housemother.
Jack White; Kay Secara, and Paul
Craven; Bettie Hellbaum, and Seeley
F O X
Gilfilen; Frankie Crozier, and Jim
Coke; Barbara Orr, and Bob Conaway; Jean Grant, and Charles Reeve;
Lourie Marshall, and Merle Ingram;
Betty Jean Herrick, and Gale KluseFOR ME AND
meyer; Connie Slater, and Newell
MY GAL
McMullen; Dorrie Johnson, and Wally Campodonico; Jackie Judge, and
With
Jack Toomay; Pearl Steiner, and
Judy Garland
Jack Hughes; Anita Perry, and Jack
Hanner; Pearl Ham, and Chris
SUNDAY
Holtz; Lois Thornton, and Bob Mur
ray; Betty Jean Benedict, and Perry
Thornton. '

CALIFORNIA

Miss Meyers IsJFirst
Pacific Navy Girl

Vernadene Meyers, Stockton Jun
ior College graduate, enlisted in the
Understand that Gil Gilfilen is try WAVES and-has received notice that
ing to get into the Signal Corps. Hope she is to report for five weeks' train
he makes it! And good luck to a ing at Iowa State Teachers' College,
Cedar Falls, Iowa, on December 15.
Dr. Theodore Palmquest will speak swell Archite.

Palmquist Is
Vesper Guest

Any and all of these people will be during Vesper services this Sunday
,
„
f
*dto discuss your ideas with you evening at 7:00. Services will open
I also understand that George
at any time.
Religious Emphasis Week. Dr. Palm- Tomajan has a new car named Asthquest will speak on "What Can I ma. Sort of fits his personalityWheezy (if you don't get it).
^r- H. P. Thielman, member of the Believe In?
Mathematics faculty at St. Thomas
Bill McGovern will sing Living
Hear the debate trip to San Jose
has been named assistant pro- God" by O'Hara and Dons Johnson
was quite successful—Pat Rief got
ssor of mathematics at Iowa State will read a poem by Crowell.
Mr.
quite a share of attention and from
c°lleg .
Bacon will be at the organ.
e
others than the judges.

Exclusive With Us

DORIS DODSON

Main & El Dorado
r-koi i*~
Phone 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite
C O.
Phone 2-5143

THEATRE
Now Playing
YOU WERE NEVER
LOVELIER
With

Fred Astaire
Rita Hayworth

Everything to be found in a
first class dfug store.

JOHNNIE'S MEAT MARKET
2112 PACIFIC AVENUE
IN BLACKS

JUNIORS
Individual styles created for the

Attention Gals! Gene Egbert has a
new 1942 Packard Sedan with tread,
on the tires. He's asking all the
girls to join his new fraternity—"Re
cappa Tire".

4 9

SIERRA

College Miss

Portraying fashions that are new and different

Sizes 9 to 17

SILVER HEARTS
for friendship
bracelets

Prices $7.95 to $14.95

CUB

Operated by

New Shipment Just Received

DONOVAN'S
Smart Shop
336 EAST MAIN STREET

H O U S E

Associated Women's Students

[HAS. HAAS & SONS
JEWELERS
425 E. Main St.

FOUNTAIN SERVICE and SANDWICHES
At All Hours

HOT LUNCHES AT NOON

.
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STUDIO'S ODD SHOW GAINS POPULARITY
"Mr.

Mergenthwirker's

Lobbies

popular radio comedy-series present
ed each Thursday evening from 9:00
to 9:30

from the

campus

studio

through the facilities of KWG is
produced through the efforts of the
Radio Workshop Players.
THURSDAY CAST
Last night's cast consisted of: A1
Lamer as Mr. Mergenthwirker,
Chuck Broadhurst as Len Hawley,
Jack Toomay as McGee, Ken Graue
as Jiggs Henderson, Elinor Sizelove
as Trixie Henderson, and Jack Hanner. as the Police Chief. The show
was directed by John Crabbe assisted
by Ardys Sibole. Working on sound

were Vera Broder and Ellis Lind.
There is a standing cast each week
of three main characters of Mergen
thwirker, Hawley and McGee. New
characters are added and actors to
play the roles as the situations and
plot circumstances call for them.
STORY FRAME-WORK
The frame-work of the story is
built around the strange character
of Mr. Mergenthwirker and his two
invisible friends the lobblies, Henry
and Japeth, who have the mysterious
power to see into the future. Haw
ley and McGee are two newspaper
men with eyes for the news and
noses for the future and when they
meet up with "Mergy" Mergen

thwirker and his two lobblies things
begin to happen thick and fast. The
two lobblies being invisible when the
exciting action takes place, Hawley
and McGee have a lot of tall ex
plaining to do.
Who are they? What are they?
Where do they come from and
whence do they get their lhagic pow
ers? Tune in and find out the truth
about, Mr. Mergenthwirker's Lob
blies."
Navigation,
meteorology,
map
reading, celestial navigation, civil
aeronautics and home economics are
among new war courses at Macalester college.

DO NY

TRY THE TRAIN

kk

Between Dec. 15 and Jan. 5
+ Advance reservations must be made for both coach and
sleeping car travel between Dec. 15th and Jan. 5th.
We can not make coach reservations by telephone.
No coach reservations will be made unless you have
a ticket.
Seats in coaches will be sold only to seating capacity
of cars.
No extra sections of regular trains will be operated.

Southern Pacific is facing a critical situation in connection with holiday
travel. Many thousands of men in uniform are being given holiday fur
loughs. We think everyone agrees that these men should be given first
consideration. We intend to carry them wherever they wish to go.

McGLINN TELLS OF
DEARTH OF WOMEN
(Continued from Page 1)
The requirements for enlistment is
the women's branch are not too diffi
cult to pass, announced Lt. McGlinn.
The girl must be twenty-one years of
age, an American citizen, and must
be in good health; she will be re
quired to pass the Army physical with
an A-l rating.

STUDENT WORK
PRAISED IN
MESSAGE
"Students

who helped ;n

the crops in San Joaquin Count5.3,

a right to be proud of wj,at
have done this year," stated R
Towns, local manager of the IT
States Employment Service, in "
SHORT PROCESS
ter of thanks to Robert Fenjx 3
The procedure to go through in the
pational counselor for the V
process of becoming a recruit is very
Ju'
College.
short. The prospective WAAC goes
to the recruiting office, where she WORDS OF PRAISE
the hot sun. in the steami,
will be given blanks to'fill out. Then
in a few weeks, she will be called canneries, in the cold before-d
to the center, at the government's ex and after dark, these particular you"
pense, for a mental alertness test men and women fought the battle"
and the Army physical, and inter 'Food for Victory' just as their k
thers, fathers, and sweethearts haview with the personnel board.
If the girl passes the requirements, been fighting in the hot sun of Lybj
she will be be sent to either Day- and Africa, in the steaming W
tona Beach, Florida, a school which of New Guinea and the Solomo,
receives about 1800 women a week, Islands, in the could of the Aleutiai
or to Fort Des Moines, Iowa. There, Islands or Iceland; and these youn
she will live in Army barracks in Americans won victories on th
true soldier form. She will live her home front just as important as ou
life by the bugle, have formation fighting men are winning on the bat
marching, and will be in a platoon tie fronts."

J

just exactly as the male soldiers are. CROP SAVERS

w

CLOTHES ISSUED
The WAAC is issued her clothing,
and she receives the same pay as a
soldier. Upon graduation from the
basic training center, she is sent either
to officer's school, a technical special
ist's school or to duty with her com
pany. Before her training begins,
she is given a chance to state her
preference of the type of advanced
training she would like.
The women may be married or
single, and their husbands may be in
any branch of the service.
WOMEN NEEDED
"This is the most serious thing the
Country has ever been faced with, and
women are desperately needed. This
time it is the women behind the men
behind the gun," concluded Lt. Mc
Glinn.
Lt. Miller, who accompanied Lt.
McGlinn, answered any questions the
girls wished to ask after the latter's
address. She listed the numerous
opportunities for a great variety of
work offered to enlistees in the
WAAC. "Women are taking an 'ac
tive part in this war; they are finally
coming into their own."
Dr. James R. Hibbs, who has
taught at Pennsylvania and the Uni
versity of Illinois, has joined the
economics staff at Carleton college.

Mr. Towns rendered the thanks i
behalf of the growers and produce:
of agricultural products in the com
ty. Those students who did put then
selves out to work in the cannerie
the fields,
should take a delight i
receiving the vote of thanks froi
Mr. Towns.
Because of anticipated heavy u
of transportation facilities, Chris
fnas vacation at St. Olaf coHege w
last from December 15 to January

Get your haircut at Bob's

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
2008 Pacific Avenue

Shellubrication
SHELL PRODUCTS-TIRE
AND BATTERY SERVICE

Sibley E. Bush
Phone 3-0604—2302 Pacific

Pacific Coffee Shop
H O M E

C O O K I N G

2041 Pacific Avenue
Where men in uniform are not going on furlough they will be visited, in
many cases, by their parents or wives. Their travel requirements must
be recognized, too.
The tide of war traffic — troops, equipment, supplies and war materials
is mounting higher and higher, and we are hard pressed to supply

Featuring

BREAKFAST-LUNCH-DINNER
at
COLLEGE PRICES
J

the equipment to move it. Every locomotive we have or can rent is being
used. The supply of passenger-carrying cars left for civilian use is
naturally reduced.
Consequently, we will not be able to carry all the people who want to
make holiday trips, despite all our efforts to increase the passengercarrying capacity of our trains.
This is why we ask you not to travel during the holiday season.

The F r i e n d l y S o u t h e r n P a c i f i c

tjUenuyi^^

is*
Just the thing, you'll sa^
rifts, prizes, or for Y°1 ^
Rose-trellis Memory
colorful "Plantation
Party" scene on the cov > (
producing an old-V
type of wate
^
painting. Com ^
Decanter Jug , jj
logne, Sachet,
f
rose-trellis c0 p:thef
andGuestSoapgt
Woodland Sp1 ,gt
Plantation ^
Bouquets.

HOLDEN DRUG c°'
347 E. Weber Ave.

T
Asilomar Plans Go Forward; FIRST YEAR OF
WAR IS OVER
Three States Represented
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(Continued from Page 1)

Conclave to Feature Host of
Religious Leaders of Nation
CLAYTON
When students from more than fifteen California, Nevada,
Arizona colleges gather together from the 26th of Decern
ber to the 2nd of January at the Casa del Rey Hotel in Santa
Cruz it will mark the start of the tenth annual joint Asilomar
By

m*,

NORM

Conference.
^fter holding the first eight con
the old Asilomar grounds
,'he affair was last year switched to
jys popular resort where it met
^,1, enthusiastic approval.
ferences on

(a I JOINT PLANNING
t. | planned jointly by college YMCA,
yWCA, and SCA groups the yearly
vent is outlined so as to appeal to
inking college students. The best
a leadership is asked to participate
in willingly gives of its time to chai
se'students. Amongst leaders al
ready chosen as resource people for
lis yean's meeting are Allan Hunier from the Mt. Hollywood Con
gregational Church, Dr. Mendenhall
the President of Whittier College,
Claude Settles, sociology professor
a San Jose State College, Dr. Muelder of the graduate school of Re
ligion at U. S. C., Dr. Kuhn wellknown sociologist now on the fac
ulty at Whittier College, Dr. Brigtuse, psychologist from Occidental,
and Dr. Munk of the economics de
partment of the University of Caliirnia. Dr. Munk is a former brainiruster for the Czech government and
iarely escaped Europe with his life.
His background should show him to
ke one of the outstanding leaders.

'SWISS CHALET' Is
THEME AT THETE
The scene of Alpha Theta Tau on
Saturday night will change from the
usual typical "hurry-scurry" atmos
phere which always prevails at so
rorities on a Week-end night, to the
quiet picturesque scene of a Swiss
Chalet where all skiers can rest their
weary bones in front of a roaring
fireplace, and sit content to eat can
died apples and to watch the more
active ones dance the Schottische and
Skater's Waltz.
Yes, this will be the picture that
greets the eye of all those who attend
Alpha Theta's Christmas Sport dance.
In carrying out the theme, gailycolored blankets will cover the fur
niture, skis, ski poles, and ice skates
will rest in available corners, and a
huge snow man will be king for the
evening. A soft drinks bar will serve
refreshments throughout the hours.

ground for the discussion to follow.
Then individuals will be allowed to
OUTSTANDING PERSONS
think out these problems for them
Other outstanding personalities who
selves with the guidance of the skill
I 'ill appear at some time or other
ed leaders.
' luring the week are George Hedley,
Hills College historian and advoca MORNING TALKS
Out of these morning discussions
tor of all-out war; Lewis Mumford,
lead of the School of Humanities at there is expected to grow a desire
Stanford University and one of the to apply one's personal religion to
outstanding social planners in Amen the social field. For this purpose
ta. and Victor Sword, until recently "hotspot" meetings have been plan
1 leader in the Christian movement ned covering the field of rural and
urban problems, economics, the indi
® India.
Amongst the forces which should vidual and the State, and ethnic mi
"alte this conference different the norities. These meetings will be pure
tew type of program will take prom ly voluntary and will be expected
isee. Built around the idea that to cover "first steps" in social action.
QcH individual will need to formuIn addition to this intellectual pro
ale his own religious faith, such gram there will be the usual Asilo
questions as the necessity of God and mar recreation. Not only will there
value of the Christian way of be daily activity periods, but there
!c will be discussed.
What have will be two dances during the week.
,lttn termed as "springboards" will The first will open the conference
* held each morning at which time and the last will be the traditional
"e resource people will give back- New Year's eve dance. Chapel, Mu
sic Appreciation Hour, and evening
activity programs round out the
schedule, packing it full of stimula
tion and exhiliaration.
Wednesday — Saturday
CONCLAVE COST
The entire cost of the conclave is
expected to total somewhat,over $20.
Students interested in attending are
asked to see any SCA officer or the
following members of the Asilomar
GROCERIES
committee: Charlie Reeve, Weber
Fisher, Constance Slater, Marian Sill,
POULTRY
Norma Clayton, Pearl Sterner, or
VEGETABLES
Daisy Toy.
FRUITS

DANCING

TRIANON

MEATS

GAIA-DELUCCHI

On Pacific Avenue

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARBER
For satisfying haircuts

the College of Pacific was still do

ing a number of things that were
hardly war-like.
Chris Kjeldsen was grooming lijs
first basketball team, purported to be
the biggest, fastest, classiest, and allaround best bf any of Pacific's teams
—for their first game.
The Pacific Student Association
was completing plans for a big holi
day dance to be held in the civic
aiiHitn,;,,™
auuitorium .to .1
the accompaniment ofc
Bob Smith and orchestra.
STUDENT BUDGET
Figures on the student body budg
et, in places even plumper than in
other years, were finally released to
to student body.
The Grand Old Man, quoted in a
downtown daily, wfis already looking
forward to next year, confident that
no matter what happened there vyould
still be football; how much, or in
what form, nobody could say, but
Amos Alonzo Stagg was sure there
would be football.
The Student Christian Association
continued to cooperate in the plans
of colleges in three states for the
annual Asilomar Conference to be
held during Christmas vacation
Amorig the men invited to instruct
at the conference were dyed-in-thewool pacifists, and the whole thing
smacked of peace—and not war.
OVERCAST FUTURE
But in the Winter of 1942 in the
week of the first anniversary of the
second World War, there were two
things that showed signs of chang
ing our collegiate lives as they had
never before Been changed. The
students got out their walking shoes
and began to walk where they were
going—gas rationing had come at
last to all of the United States.
The students heard an evil rumor
and shrugged, heard it again and
commented, heard it again and scowl
ed, heard it again and began to wor
ry although there was never any of
ficial confirmation. The rumor: That
the United States would take over
most colleges by Spring, that colleges
not taken over would be left to per
ish, that, in accordance with this, all
Army reserves would be removed
from school.
Faintly, in that week, it had finally
begun to look like war.

a

LIME
BRICK
OIL

PLASTER

L OIL

SAND

1 OIL

ROCK

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

RELIGIOUS WEEK
TIES IN WAR
'What Can I Believe'
Is Theme of Meet

winders.

"What Can I Believe?"
Yes, just what can a person be
lieve, especially in war with' partic
ular concern for religious beliefs?
Do I have a sound basis for my be
liefs whether they be materialistic,
idealistic, atheistic, or spiritual in
nature? What* can I believe?
EXPRESSED NEED
Through an expressed need for
constructive
criticism of many ..be,. ,
....
hefs especially the ones of a relig
ious nature there has come the organization of the Religious Empha
sis Week committee. This commit
tee is composed of representatives
from student organizations and the
faculty. The committee for this year
is Harold Walline, chairman; Jack
Easby, Tom Bo we, Maryetta Curtin,
Art Smith, Clair Sandrock, A1 Phil
lip, Quincy Hamilton, Doris John
son, Ralph Fellerson, Connie Slater,
Norman Clayton, and Miss Martha
Pierce, Dr. Ralph Eckert, Prof. Rob
ert Clark, and Dr. C. Howard Hop
kins.
N
With the experience of last year's
religious week and an even more de
clared need for such an organization
this year's Religious Emphasis Week
committee was formed.
EXTENSIVE PREP
A full month of preparation has
been given to this year's week. Out
standing speakers from on and off
campus have-been selected for vari
ous programs. Student organizations
have planned for group discussions of
vital topics. Class discussions will be
open to the whole student body. An
appropriate assembly is to be held
Thursday, December 10.
Using an added attraction to the
campus, the new Morris Chapel, ves
per and chapel services will be held
throughout the week.

ENGAGEMENT TOLD
BY MAILED CANDY

KING JEWELER

2047 PACIFIC AVE.
Now Is the Time
To Select —

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
You will find our lay-away
budget plan very
convenient.

<
>

Dr. Werner Is
Confident
About War
(Continued from Page 4)

A five-pound box of chocolates ar
riving by mail Wednesday evening at
Alpha Theta announced the engage
ment of former Pacific co-ed, Bar
bara Morrison and Bob Barkley.
'Lowie', as she is better known to
her friends, attended Stockton J. C.
for two years, and was an active
member of Alpha Theta Tau. She is
Prof. A. H. Wright, herpetologist now attending Mills College.
at Cornell university, on a 22,500mile tour ofc the west and south,
found rare salamanders, a large poi
sonous Gila monster, a hitherto undescribed toad, and a group of side

aerial and Germany the submarine
warfare. Africa will serve as a
springboard for the allies. Also as a
seat for British Imperialism. What
a golden opportunity for Britain—
with the French and Italian fleets
on the bottom of the sea. When and
where the allies will open a second
front in Europe is a military secret.
HARDEST HIT
Japan will be the hardest nut to
crack. She knows that it is now or
never and she has prepared for this
showdown for three generations. This
far she has matched her preparedness
and strength against the United Na
tions unpreparedness and weakness.
She went through Hong Kong, Sin
gapore and other strongholds as if
they had been made of cardboards.
She still squats on the world's rub
ber supply, except synthetic, and she
laughs at our gas rationing. Don't
laugh too hard—the day of reckon
ing is ahead. The Battle of the Pa
cific is America's Battle. Mr. Church
ill said so last Sunday. Three strong
trends manifest themselves in the
Pacific areat at present: The crumb
ling of'the European Colonial Em
pires, (including India); the strong
nationalist movements among all the
people of the Orient; America's Su
premacy and leadership in the New
Pacific. Today America's Battle—to
morrow, America's Peace, followed
by America's unquestioned leader
ship.

PETERSON DISCUSSES
WAVES NEED
(Continued from Page 1)
When women take the official oath
of the Navy, they are members of
the United States Naval Depart
ment. They will receive the same
pay as the men, and their ranks will
correspond.
AGES SET
Girls must be at least twenty years
of age. If they are under twenty-one,
they will have to have a written con
sent from their parents. When they
write for an application, they should
send their age, their full name, ad
dress, marital status, children, and
business experience.
They should
include what type of training they
desire.

MEN AGE 17
WOMEN AGE 19
Wanted for salesmen and saleswomen
Full or Part Time

Good Salary

NEWBY'S
BARBECUE
925

LLAND ICE & FUEL CO.
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plus commission

EAST

HARDING WAY

Apply at

*

STANDARD STATION

Fountain
Curb Service

3248 Pacific Avenue
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TIGERS BEGIN BASKETBALL SEASON!
King-Sized Team Is
Prime For Oldsters
Netzer, Edwards, Chinchiola,
Toomay, Slaughter to Start

Intramurals Have Finished
Third Casaba Round
Toss of a Coin

Maybe we were wrong when we
went so far as to say that football
was finished several weeks ago. Since
The Pacific Student Association basketball Tigers were then teams have turned the dope up
prepared this morning for the opening game of the season and down until there just isn't any
dope left. The little teams are still
tomorrow night against the Alumni All-Stars.
knocking over the big ones when
The Tigers had spent the week taith heavy scrimmages
everyone least expects it.

and pattern-drill, reconditioning themselves after Thanksgiv
ing letdowns, getting all set for their4^^_
1942 debut.

YOUNG MEN
The Alumni boast a team of recent
graduates, who starred in basketball
while they attended College of Pa
cific. Among the outstanding play
ers who will represent the Old Men
are Joe Johns, a hawk-eyed guard
who graduated last Spring after play
ing two fine years for Pacific under
Ralph Francis, Kenny Rogers, who
was rated outstanding player on the
team two years ago and spent three
seasons under Francis.

f'
i

CRISS
CROSSES
By LEROY CHRISMAN

When a team like Auburn comes
along and gives Frankie Sinkwich and
the Georgia team a good thorough
beating, and Holy Cross drops Bos
ton College in the mud, it is time for
all sports writers in the nation to
throw away dope sheets and flip
coins.
And here's why: Georgia was rat
ed as the nation's top team, and Au
burn had been beaten enough times
so .that they were counted out of-the
running. But what the record said
didn't make any difference to the
Auburn boys as they thrashed Geor
gia-within an inch of being an un
defeated team, 28-12.

Tomorrow U. S. C. and U. C. L. A.
battle for the privilege of playing
in that rose fringed bowl against
Georgia on New Year's Day. From
here the logical winner seems to be
U. C. L. A. More speed and skill
It is not definitely known wheth in the line, and a smoother, more
About the time people were start
er Bob Monagan, a three year star versatile backfield should turn the
ing to forget Georgia's defeat and to
trick.
One
hundred
thousand
dol
of the same vintage as Rogers, will
think of its victory over Georgia Tech
be present or not. The remainder lars and a bed of roses—what could
—another undefeated team, Boston
be
more
perfect?
of the line-up will be composed of
After such and such, we hereby College was at the mercy of a sup
lesser-known former players and
come
to the following conclusions: posedly weak Holy Cross eleven
older men.
George vs. U. C. L. A. in the Rose Boston lost 55-13.
FIRE HOUSE STUFF
Bowl; Tennessee vs. Tulsa in the Big Game Fracas
Chris Kjeldsen's Tigers will at Sugar BoAd. That's the line-up come
The big game this year wasn't
tempt to run the Alumni into the New Year's day. Not quite as topvery ..much of a big game, but just
ground using the fast-break at all notch as in former days, but plenty
another win for the Stanford team.
times and playing in general a race colorful and spectacular. Very un
Stanford won easily _ and the Bears
horse, fire-house type of ball.
usual is the fact that only one team, looked sad. There was some hollering
Tulsa, has come through its regular about Jurkovich being injured and the
Kjeldsen is three deep in every
season undefeated—but they won't be California rooters claimed that he
position, four deep in some, and he
undefeated January 2, no sir, brother, could have changed the score. Stu
expects to beat the Alumni by sheer
not on January 2. The reason: They dents exchanged rooters hats and
force of numbers. Kjeldsen's talent
meet the Tennessee Volunteers, and Stub Allison spoke. That was the
is limited, literally, only to the num
the Vols beat Fordham 40-0—enough big game . . .
ber of suits he can gather together.
said.
Due to the fact that the new uni
The outstanding players all appear
But wait a minute—didn't anybody
forms, ordered two weeks ago, have
ed to be playing on the Stanford out
else beat Fordham. The answer is,
not yet arrived, it is doubtful if the
fit. The Indian line was heavy and
yes, definitely! Boston College turn
youthful coach can put a squad in
stopped all the opposition the Bears
ed the trick 55-6, yes, 55-61, thus,
the pavilion of much more than
had to offer.
earning their rightful place as num
twelve players.
Buck Fawcett, Stanford back, was
ber 1 team of the nation. But—
the
fastest man on the field and on
Holy Cross smashed Boston College's
BIG MEN
one play he actually outran Harry
Invincibles
55-12.
At any rate the squad will average
As can be plainly seen, Holy Cross Alger, California end, and went to
over six feet in height and Kjeldsen
deserves
to be No. 1 team of the na a touchdown before anyone knew
can court a team of the best men
tion—but! Holy Cross lost to Dart what happeed.
which averages 6' 4".
mouth, and Dartmouth lost to Yale. Stockton Standout
However, it is doubtful whether And everybody knows that the Col
Ray Hammett, who hails from
he will start all his giants. Kjeld lege of Pacific could beat Yale.
Stockton, played an excellent game at
sen's probable starting lineup is
Therefore, the only possible con quarterback for the Indians. Ham
Ralph Netzer, last year's Junior Col clusion is that the No. 1 team of the
mett displayed a brilliant passing at
lege high scorer, altitude, 6' 2", and nation is none other than—The COL
tack and more than once called a
Don Edwards, all-Southern Califor LEGE OF PACIFIC.
play which pulled his team out of a
nia Junior College Conference man
P. S.—Goodbye, until the roses tight spot.
last year at Chaffey Jaysee, altitude, bloom again.
The world's champion track man,
6' 4", at forwards.
'Grover Klemmer, got into the game
tude, 5' 11", will open the game at for the Bears and although rather
STILT STARS
new at the game, deserves credit for
At center will be Jack Toomay, vet guards.
Other players who will see a endangering a great track career in
eran of two years at Stockton Jaysee and one in the senior college, al great deal of action are Bib Nik an attempt to learn the favorite
kei, last season's all-time high- American sport. On several occasions
titude, 6' 6".
point man and a three year veter Klemmer carried the ball for some
Clare Slaughter, rated by Ralph an for the Tigers, who has not helpful yardage. However he was
Francis last year as the finest back yet hit his stride this season, and playing against Stanford's reserve
board man in California, two-year Cliff Smythe, Bob Bowe, Dan linemen.
star on the Tiger varsity, altitude, 6' Schroebel, Corky Ortez, Perry
2", and Bud Chinchiola, up from the Thornton, John Camicia, Rod Bea Casaba Info
It- isn't safe to start making too
Junior College after a brilliant car ton, Joe Mendez, Art Relfe and
many predictions about the Pacific
eer at Stockton High School, alti Howard Rocek.
basketball squad, but there is plenty
of material and there is no doubt
that the team should outplay most of
of its opponents. However, the
team will have to depend on its
—LET'S MEET AT
members pulling together and not on
individual stars.

S a y Y o u r Gasoline!

D A r-Mri/-> A \<r

1 - ^ 1 Ik 1-r A
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When the team meets with the Pa
cific Alumni tomorrow night in the
local gym 'you can see for yourself
what a hopeful outlook the Tigers
have and make your own predictions.
Our guess is that the Tigers will

Omega Phi Leads With
An Undefeated Record
Intramural Hoop is in full swing!
In the third round Rhizomia de
feated the Termites 26 to 22, Ome
ga Phi beat Manor 54 to 26. The
remaining games were forfeited be
cause of the use of football squad
men—Dorm to West Town, and East
Town to Archania.
In the fourth round Dorm and Ma
nor failed to have enough men on
hand and the games were forfeited
to East Town and Rhizomia. Omega
Phi kept their slate clean in beating
the Termites 47 to 24, while West
Town did likewise in defeating Ar
chania, 56 to 20.

'YOUNG COACH

FORFEITURES
All teams should keep in mind
that the forfeiture of more than one
game results in the loss of entrance
points for competition in the sport.
All games will be played on
Monday and Wednesday nights in
the future except that an effort
will be made to play the Omega Chris Kjeldsen — guides his
Phi — Rhizomia and Archania — king-sized hoopsters in theii
Dorm games tomorrow, Saturday. first game.
Basketball standings to date are:
W L Pet. meet.
Bad weather accounts for the lit
Omega Phi
4 0 1000
tle
progress in the tennis murals. The
West Town
4 0 1000
Rhizomia
3 1
750 final matches will determine the out
Archania
2 2
500 come for the leading teams: Archa
Dorm
1 3
250 nia, Omega Phi and West Town.
East Town
1 3
250
Manor
0 4
000
Termites
0 4
000
Barring upsets the championship
should be decided in the sixth round
when Omega Phi and West Town

SIGMA DELTA PSI
A large number of events have
been passed by the men in this com
petition. Anyone who wishes to par
ticipate should come to the stadium
on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 4:15.

Recognize me? I'm one
crowd. You see, I speak f°'
i-Cola, known, too, as CokeI speak for both. They men"1
the same thing. The 9an®
say I look just like Coke
tastes. And you can I
that delicious and refresh'"**
taste this side of Coca-C°'°
Nobody else can d°P''
cate it."

